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Radical Love

Love is a fascinating word to me. It encompasses so many feelings, emotions, and even definitions. The fact that
this simple four letter word, can contain such a vast expanse of meanings, is a little mind boggling. The idea that
the word I use to describe my passion for cutes shoes, a well organized kitchen, or the chicken salad at Zacks Char
Grill is the same word I use to describe my feelings for my children who I bore from my own body, my husband
who supports me in good times and bad, or the God who created this universe, seems just a bit odd!? It could even
seem as though we have put too much pressure and expectation upon this one little word, expecting it to carry all
of this weight from say our fondness for ice cream to our devotion to our loved ones. But, maybe it is also just
perfect, because while the word love holds within its  four simple letters an exhaustive list of feelings and
definitions, in turn it requires an extensive amount of energy and emotions. And, at its core an invitation to a
wholeness and joy that is as basic as the four simple letters that make up this life giving word.

In the 1960’s Hector Black, his wife Suzie, and their three daughters moved to a neighborhood outside of Atlanta
Georgia in order for Hector, a social worker, and his family, to become more active in the Civil Rights movement.
As the family integrated into their new community the children in their neighborhood (emboldened by the naive
lack of boundaries, and fierce sense of curiosity, that youth so wonderfully embody) began regularly coming over
and playing in their home. One of the children was Patricia, a 12 year old girl, whose home life was neither stable
nor safe. And who quickly began to attach herself to the family. One evening Patricia asked if she could live with
Hector and his family, as she had come to find safety and love in their home. Without a second thought the family
adopted Patricia. As Hector reflected that “Patricia was not our daughter by any claim of birth, but she was our
daughter by every claim of love.”  Growing up Patricia flourished as she was embraced by the family's love. She
learned to sew and  paint at home, and became an avid reader, making honor roll at school, blooming into a vibrant
young woman, and growing up to become a social worker, just like her father Hector.

Tragically, the beautiful life they had come to know and assisted in cultivating came to a horrific end in November
of 2001. After surprising a drug addict who had broken into her  apartment for money, Patricia was senselessly
murdered. Hector recalled the days following his daughter’s death taking long walks in the woods, as the beauty
that surrounded his Tennessee Mountain home was destroyed by hauntingly painful images of Patricia’s murder
and the monster who committed the vial act. Stating that it was as though Patricia’s murderer was physically
tormenting him, pushing his face in the mud as he drudged along the path. And, Hector says, he “wanted him to
hurt” just like he was hurting.

As Jesus calls us to “Love (our) enemies, do good to those who hate (us), bless those who curse (us), [and] pray for
those who abuse (us),” It seems, not only counter intuitive but quite possibly absurd, or even too painful to fathom.
But, I do not believe Jesus is suggesting this as a form of self-flagellation or even affliction. More so as an
invitation to the healing and wholeness that lies at the heart of what it means not only to love, but to love radically.
Because, as Jesus is arguing, it is only through a form of radical Divine love that healing and wholeness can be
possible within both our broken and shattered lives and our world. A world that we cannot deny has experienced so
much pain and suffering, as horrendous acts of hatred and abuse have continued to plague our human species
throughout the history of our short time on this earth. Begging us to question how we might allow God’s radical



love, the love Jesus is speaking to in his sermon on the plain, to break into our lives so that we might know the
life-giving power it holds. And, begin to experience, maybe even share God’s radical love. A love that embraces
the hater and the hated, the cursor and the cursed, the abuser and the abused.

As time went on Hector came to learn more about the man who murdered his beloved Patricia, Ivan Simpson. A
man who had also experienced tragedy in his own life. Born in a mental hospital to a mother with schizophrenia,
Ivan grew up living with the pain of his mother's disease, eventually being taken out of her care after she tried to
take her own son’s life. After being sentenced to life in prison, without possibility of parole, all those affected by
Ivan’s crime were given space to make a statement. As Hector addressed the court he said,  “I don’t hate you, Ivan
Simpson, but I hate with every part of my soul what you have done to my daughter.” And then turning to Ivan,
Hector looked him in the eye and said “I wish for all of us who have been so wounded by this crime, I wish that we
might find God’s peace, and I wish this for you also” Hector recalled, that as their eyes met for the first time, he
watched the tears stream down Ivan’s cheeks. Saying that as he saw the pain in Ivan’s face “it was like [seeing] a
soul in hell.” Afterwards, Ivan asked to address the court room, pleading to Hector and others present, “I am so
sorry for the pain I’ve caused.”

That night, Hector said, he couldn’t sleep. Because he felt, this man, Ivan, who had nothing else to give, gave the
only thing he had left, as he asked for Hector’s forgiveness. And, at that moment, Hector felt the weight of this
great burden lifted from him, stating that he was then surrounded by a peace like he had never known.

And, that could have been it, Hector could have walked away content, with his remarkable act of forgiveness in the
courtroom, and the burden that had been lifted from him. But, instead, he felt compelled to write to Ivan. And, as
the two began exchanging letters, written mail turned into Christmas packages, and packages turned into visitations
in prison, where they even came to share an embrace. Because, for Hector, as he states “To forgive someone means
to care”. Noting that he understands how totally absurd it is that he should care about the man who killed his
daughter. But, his forgiveness has given him life. And, “God knows” Hector says, “we all need forgiveness.”

Hector’s story is powerful, because it is not to say that love neglects to hold others accountable, or even that love
enables us to forget. It is to say, that when we look to God, when we take on Jesus’ words from the Sermon on the
Plain, our knowledge of a simplistic love, can grow to hold and give more. Because, God’s love is a radical love
that holds within its definition the ability to embrace and redeem the good and the bad, the beautiful and the ugly,
the joy and the pain. Maybe we think we can love our family members radically, but can we love the person on the
other side of the proverbial aisle radically?  Can we love those who think and act and live differently than we do?
Can we love those who have hurt us, or even those who hate us? How might the world look a little different, a little
less divided and a little more whole if we could find ways to claim this radical love within ourselves and begin to
share it with those around us. As Jesus tells us, "Do not judge, and you will not be judged; do not condemn, and
you will not be condemned. Forgive, and you will be forgiven; give, and it will be given to you. A good measure,
pressed down, shaken together, running over, will be put into your lap; for the measure you give will be the
measure you get back." May we begin to claim lives of radical love that let us know this good measure. This good
measure of love that as we give it away comes back ten fold into our lives and our world. Because this is where we
find and live into the kingdom of God. In that space where love can flow from a place of abundance.


